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STM observations of a one-dimensional electronic edge state at steps on Cu„111…
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Scanning tunneling microscopy measurements across isolated straight step edges on a Cu~111! surface were
carried out for biases between 100 mV and 5 V. In addition to the well known surface state oscillations, and at
lower sample bias than the onset of the two-dimensional surface image state, a sharply defined linear protru-
sion, was observed at the top of the step faces. This linear feature is interpreted as a one-dimensional image
state at the step, with its energy modified by a dipolar potential whose appearance is attributed to Smolu-
chowski smoothing of the electron density at the step edge.
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The electronic structures of clean surfaces of noble me
are among the best studied aspects of surface science.
makes them especially well suited for searches of new p
nomena and new properties continue to be found: Two
amples are the striking images of standing wave oscillati
found by the groups of Avouris1 and Eigler2 and the remark-
able experiments of Ho¨fer et al.3 showing that image stat
~IS! electrons can penetrate hundreds of Å into the vacu
Here we report on a related feature: a one-dimensional~1D!
density of states, which we attribute to the occurrence o
1D IS at the step edge~SE!.

Recently, the resolution of surface science experime
has increased dramatically. The dispersion of surface st
~SS! has been measured with unprecedented precision u
photoemission spectroscopy,4 and several scanning tunnelin
microscopy~STM! studies have produced results of rema
able resolution.5 The knowledge about IS has vastly in
creased thanks to nonlinear laser spectroscopy.6,7 These re-
sults have in common that they allow comparison betw
essentially quantum mechanical, multiparticle effects, a
their ~semi!classical analogies, e.g., using concepts deri
from macroscopic physics for the description of stand
waves in the charge density patterns in confined SS.

For our studies we used a self-built STM operated at 1
with electrochemically etched tungsten wire as tips, an
Cu~111! crystal prepared by several cycles of sputtering a
annealing. We prepared the tip in situ by gently dipping
into the substrate and consequently it is assumed to be
ered with Cu.8 Figure 1~a! shows an STM image of two
terraces intersected by a long, straight trench of.40 Å in
width. On the higher-lying terraces the familiar S
oscillations1,2 can be seen. Figure 1~b! illustrates the mea-
sured tip heights (z axis! as a function of the bias voltage (y
axis!. All scans lie along the same path normal to the tren
in Fig. 1~a! which is shown as thex axis. During the mea-
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surement the tip was repeatedly scanned along the same
across the step in a constant current mode. Positive sam
bias was used with a different bias applied at each scan
the corresponding tip height was recorded. Scans co
sponding to biases between 100 meV and 5 V are plotte
a map in Fig. 1~b!. Figure 1~c! shows cross sectional cut
from Fig. 1~b! of tip height versus distance perpendicular
the steps at six different bias values. Very striking in F
1~b! is the steep rise of the apparent tip height between 4
5 V. An increase in tip-height in the constant current mo
would indicate that, in this voltage range, if the tip were he
at constant height the current would increase. This is att
uted to electron tunneling into the surface IS of Cu~111!.9,10

Even more striking is the ridge parallel to the SE indicat
with white arrows. Features associated with steps and at
uted to edge electronic states have been obse
previously,11 but this protrusion appears to be a new obs
vation. It cannot be attributed to an overcompensation of
SE by the feedback loop as it appears symmetrically on b
sides of the trench.

The most obvious explanation of the origin of this ridg
might, at first glance, appear to be reflections of the SS at
SE. Indeed, it has been pointed out1,2 that if a step edge is
modeled by a repulsive hard barrier, in spite of the fact t
the wave function must vanish at the position of the barr
just in front of the barrier all partial waves of the electrons
the SS corresponding to differentki values add up and con
tribute constructively to the probability density. Thus o
expects a maximum in the SS density just in front of the s
edge, and this maximum should sharpen and approach ne
to the step edge with increasing bias. As is apparent fr
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, the protrusion observed here is muc
larger than any of the oscillations due to the SS indicating
alternative origin at higher bias. We attribute this feature t
localized linear state of an electron trapped in its own po
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! An STM image of two terraces on Cu~111! inter-
sected by a long, straight trench. (180 Å3180 Å, with a tip bias of
35 mV.! ~b! Scans taken along a fixed straight line normal to
trench always at the same spatial position but with different bia
~c! Cross-sectional cuts at six different bias voltages of~b! showing
tip height versus distance perpendicular to the steps.~d! Similar to
~b! except that it shows scans over a reduced bias range and a
a ridge found at a different location on the same Cu~111! sample.
20541
ization potential near the step edge and also under the in
ence of the linear dipolar potential present at a step. Thi
the 1D analog of the 2D surface IS. The lateral extent of s
a feature would be expected to be governed by a de
length roughly similar to the 4 atomic units of a terrace I
and Fig. 1~c! corroborates this. For example, at a bias of 4
eV the lateral extension of the 1D IS onto the terrace ha
half-width at half-maximum of approximately 4.2 atom
units.

While the discrepancy between the observed broaden
of the 1D feature and the expected sharpening of an SS
flection at the step edge might still be attributed to an eff
of declining spatial resolution of the STM tip with increasin
bias, in order to stem from the SS the protrusion would a
have to rise proportionately to the height of the plane wh
is not observed, as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2~a! shows the tip
heights over both the terrace plane and at the SE protru
as functions of increasing bias. Subtracting the height of
terrace from the height of the protrusion, the dashed line
Fig. 2~b! is obtained~0.8 nA data!. Note that the apparen
decrease of this peak height above 3.7 V is caused by
rapid increase of the terrace plane height as a consequen
the sudden onset of the IS, and does not signify an abso
decrease of the protrusion height.

In order to eliminate this effect from the data, the t
height due to the SS was computed using a SS band e
(E0) of 20.43 eV relative to the Fermi energyEf5
24.93 eV~Ref. 4! and an effective mass of 0.45~Ref. 4! in
the standard theory of the tunneling junction.12,13 The only
free parameter of the calculation is the scaling paramete
the local density of states of the tip relative to that of t
substrate. In Fig. 2~c! the calculated tip height~dashed curve!
is compared to the measured value~solid curve!. Given the
simplicity of the model a remarkably good correlation of t
two curves is obtained for biases below 3.5 V, above wh
the terrace IS begins to appear. Readjusting the relative
sity of states to make the calculated curve match the he
of the protrusion at low voltages we are able to predict h
the protrusion height should increase if it were due only
the SS. The solid curve of Fig. 2~b! shows the difference
between the calculated and the measured protrusion he
Below approximately 1.5 V the difference is virtually zer
while above that value a marked increase of the tip heigh
the vicinity of the SE is observed, which is not caused by
SS and hence must be attributed to a different phenome

On many metal surfaces a series of IS can be fou
which arise due to the charge redistribution in the subst
in response to an electron near the surface. To a good
proximation such a series of IS follows a Rydberg series
1/16 of the energetic level spacing found for the hydrog
atom. On Cu~111! the first or lowest energy IS~henceforth
simply referred to as the IS! is found to lie at 0.83 eV below
Evac @a little higher than the expected value of 13.6 eV/
50.85 eV~Ref. 14!#. We simulate the position of the IS o
the terrace plane by solving the 1D Schro¨dinger equation
with the inclusion of the tip induced bias potential
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where me is the electron mass,e is the electron charge
\ is Planck’s constant divided by 2p, e0 is the per-
mittivity of free space, andU(z)5UI(z)5(bias3z)/
@ tip height (bias)#, is the linear potential due to the tip in
duced bias. The result of such a calculation is the das
curve of Fig. 2~d!. This is a lowest order theoretical resu
and is clearly independent of any material spec
corrections.14 The solid line in Fig. 2~d! represents the ener
getic difference between the electrons of maximum ene
ejected from the tip at a given bias andE0 of the IS. At a bias

FIG. 2. ~a! shows the variation of the tip height both at the S
and on the terrace as a function of changing sample bias at cur
of 0.8 nA~solid lines! and 3.0 nA~dashed lines!. The dashed line in
~b! shows the difference between the two solid lines of~a!, i.e., the
measured dependence of the protrusion height relative to ter
plane as a function of the sample bias. The solid line indicates
height of the protrusion with reference to a simulated tip height
the terrace, which is shown as the dashed curve in~c! together with
the measured tip height over the terrace plane at 0.8 nA~solid line!.
~d! The energetic position of the IS with respect to the Fermi ene
EF as a function of the applied bias and the correspondingly m
sured tip height~dashed line!. The energetic difference between th
IS center and the Fermi level of the tip~determined by the applied
bias! is indicated with the solid line.
20541
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of 4.8 V @marked~a! in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!# E0 of the IS
starts to lie below the Fermi energy of the tip and the t
height begins to saturate. At the bias point of 4.4 V, mark
~b! in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, half of the steep increase of the ti
height is reached when the difference between the app
bias and the IS is less than 0.5 V. Both results strongly c
firm that the observed increase of the tip height above 4.
at all lateral positions on the terrace corresponds to the
ISs have been observed using STM as early as 1985.9,10 Fur-
thermore, in a number of studies by the group of Himpsel
difference between the energetic position of the IS on stra
of metals adsorbed at SE’s relative to the substrate itself
used to resolve their extent.15 Although the strands which
they studied naturally occurred at SE’s, properties of p
surfaces were not reported.

There is a considerable body of literature dealing with
confinement of SS and IS on regularly stepped surfaces.16,17

Generally, the steps cause a slight upshift of their energ
accompanied by a change of their dispersion and poss
correlation effects between neighboring terraces. Their
sults are, however, in general not applicable to isolated S

Performing STM at positive but low sample voltage, t
majority of the tunneling current is injected into the S
rather than thesp band, as the latter does not offer an
suitable final states withk value perpendicular to the surfac
(L gap of copper!. The validity of this assumption is sup
ported by the good agreement of the simulations of Fig. 2~c!
which do not take thesp band into account at all. Avouris
et al.16 suggested as an explanation for their experiment
low sample voltage that the local break of symmetry at an
may modify this. While the authors cannot rule out effects
the sp band on the data presented, they found no way
correlate the specific effect observed with the broken sy
metry at a step edge. The following, however, describes h
the data can be understood in terms of a 1Dimage state
along the step edge.

As early as 1941 Smoluchowski18 explained the lowering
of the work function of stepped surfaces by the smearing
of charge density at steps~inset in Fig. 3!, which results in a
dipole with a component normal to the surface. This red
tion in work function has recently been confirmed by ST
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FIG. 3. The inset illustrates the smearing out of the charge d
sity at a SE according to the Smoluchowski smoothing effect, le
ing to a local dipole with a component normal to the surface. T
solid curve shows the calculated dependence of the energetic
tion of the 1D IS on the normal component of that dipole mome
A sample bias of 3.2 V and the corresponding measured tip he
(I 50.8 nA) were assumed.
6-3
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experiments.19 Thus near an SE, electrons in front of th
surface experience, in addition to the attraction due to
classical image charge, another force due to this dipole. T
can lead to a quite significant local change in the energ
position of the IS. Again, Eq.~1! is used to calculate the
energy of the IS but now the normal component of the dip
moment is included through the termU(z)5UI(z)1UII (z)
whereUII (z)52(pe)/(4p«0z2). The result of such a cal
culation is the shift of the image state as shown in Fig
where the new energy of the IS state relative toEF is plotted
as a function of dipole moment strengthp. Assuming an
applied sample bias of 3.2 V@where the height of the SE
protrusion is already quite significant as seen in Fig. 2~b!# an
effective dipole moment of 0.13ea0 ~wherea0 is the Bohr
radius! is necessary to placeE0 of the SE IS at the corre
sponding energetic position. Such a dipole moment comp
well with what is found at chemisorbed molecules
surfaces20 and is far more conservative than the one assum
by Smoluchowski.18 It can also be compared with the min
mum dipole momentp50.639ea0 required to bind an
electron21 without the background image charge.22

Finally, a comparison of the assumed dipole moment
0.13ea0 with the measured shift of the work function b
tween the~111! surface and regularly stepped surfaces@e.g.,
Cu~211!# is in order. Two separate work function calculatio
were carried out, one assuming a dipole moment of 0.13ea0
residing in each unit cell of a Cu~211! surface, and the othe
assuming a linear dipole wire. The results of both calcu
tions were very similar, producing shifts of 0.75–0.8 eV
compared to the measured value of 0.4 eV for Cu~211!.23

Given that all effects of the strong relaxation and reconstr
tion of the Cu~211! surface24 and the spreading out of charg
into the vacuum at the uncorrugated surface are not ta
into account~both of which contribute corrections to th
work function of the same order of magnitude but of opp
site sign18!, the match between calculation and experimen
significant.

Note that according to this model the protrusion origina
from a strictly 1D, quantum-wire-like IS. No additional, con
ventional IS would be expected at this point. This is co
firmed by Fig. 1~d! which shows in detail the rise of the I
on the plane between two SE protrusions found on a lo
straight ridge on Cu~111!. Clearly it can be seen that th
flat-surface IS on the plane~black arrows! arises separately
from the protrusion at the SE~white arrows! and only over-
shadows it when the tip sharpness becomes insufficien
resolve both states.25
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Having put forward the idea of a 1D IS, it is now nece
sary to explain why it has not been observed previously,
instance by two-photon photoemission which usually ha
much better energy resolution in this range. The answer m
lie not only in the small coverage of the sample surface w
SEs and their associated dipoles which are intersperse
~wide! terraces, but also in the fact that a quantum-wire-l
state has nok vector orthogonal to the wire in the surfac
plane. This allows electrons in it to propagate freely into t
sp band off the Brillouin zone center, making them invisib
to angle-resolved photoemission and leading to an ultras
lifetime of the 1D state itself which diminishes the yield
two-photon based excitation processes, as these rely on
stability of the electron population between the first and s
ond excitation. However, STM yield is rather increased b
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